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Romeo and juliet scene 5 act 3 summary

Scene 1: Samson and Gregory, Capulet's men, discuss strategies to provoke a fight with Montagues - the banter between the two sides begins soon. Benvolio encourages peace between families as Tybalt enters and challenges him to a duel because he is a coward montague. Montague and Capulet are coming soon
and are encouraged by the prince to keep the peace. Romeo feels depressed and abandoned – he explains to Benvolio that he is in love, but that his love is unrequited. Scene 2: Paris asks Capulet if he can approach Juliet for her hand in marriage - Capulet approves. Capulet explains that he is holding a feast that Paris
could court his daughter. Peter, a serving man, is sent to give invitations and unwittingly invites Romeo. Benvolio encourages him to participate because Rosalind (Romeo's love) will be present. Scene 3: Capulet's wife informs Juliet of Paris' desire to marry her. The nurse also encourages Juliet. Scene 4: A masked
Romeo, Mercutio and Benvolio enter the Capulet celebration. Romeo tells of a dream he had about the consequences of participating in the holiday: the dream predicted by premature death. Scene 5: Capulet greets masked revellers and invites them to dance. Romeo observes Juliet among the guests and instantly falls
in love with her. Tybalt observes Romeo and informs Capulet of his presence, offering to remove him. Capulet allows Romeo to stay to keep the peace. Meanwhile, Romeo located Juliet and the two kisses. Scene 1: Upon exiting the Capulet field with his relatives, Romeo fled and hid in the trees. Romeo sees Juliet on
the balcony and hears her confess inglove to him. Romeo responds in kind and they decide to get married the next day. Juliet is called by her assistant, and Romeo says goodbye. Scene 2: Romeo asks Brother Lawrence to marry Juliet. The monk punishes Romeo for being capricious and asks him what happened to his
love for Rosalind. Romeo rejects his love for Rosalind and explains the urgency of his request. Scene 3: Mercutio informs Benvolio that Tybalt has threatened Mercutio with death. The nurse makes sure Romeo is serious about his love for Juliet and warns him of Paris's intentions. Scene 4: The nurse sends Juliet the
message that she will meet and marry Romeo in the cell of monk Lawrence. Scene 5: Romeo is with Friar Lawrence as Juliet arrives in a hurry. The monk decides to marry them quickly. Scene 1: Tybalt challenges Romeo, who tries to calm the situation. A fight breaks out and Tybalt kills Mercutio - before he dies he
wants a plait on both houses. In an act of revenge, Romeo kills Tybalt. The Prince arrives and chases Romeo away. The sister explains that her cousin Tybalt was killed by Romeo. Confused, Juliet puts to Romeo's integrity, but then decides that he loves him and wants him to visit him before he is exiled. The nurse's
going to find him. Scene 3: Monk Lawrence informs Romeo that he will be banished. The nurse goes into on Juliet's message. Monk Lawrence encourages Romeo to visit Juliet and fulfill his marriage contract before going into exile. He explains that he will send a message when it is safe for Romeo to return as Juliet's
husband. Scene 4: Capulet and his wife explain in Paris that Juliet is too upset about Tybalt to consider his proposal. Capulet then decides to arrange for Juliet to marry Paris next Thursday. Scene 5: Romeo asks Juliet for an emotional farewell after spending the night together. Lady Capulet believes Tybalt's death is the
cause of her daughter's misery and threatens to kill Romeo with poison. Juliet is told that she is due to marry in Paris on Thursday. Juliet refuses much to distar her father. The nurse encourages Juliet to marry Paris, but she refuses and decides to go to Brother Lawrence for advice. Scene 1: Juliet and Paris discuss
marriage, and Juliet makes it feel clear. When Paris leaves, Juliet threatens to kill herself if the monk can't think of a solution. The monk gives Juliet a potion in a vial that will make her look dead. She will be placed in the family vault, where she will wait for Romeo to take her to Mantua. Scene 2: Juliet begs for her father's
forgiveness and they discuss Paris' marriage proposal. Scene 3: Juliet asks to spend the night alone and swallows the potion with a dagger by her side if the plan doesn't work. Scene 4: The nurse discovers Juliet's lifeless body, and Capulets and Paris mourn her death. The monk takes Juliet's family and apparently
dead body to church. I'm holding a ceremony for Juliet. Scene 1: Romeo receives news from Balthasar about Juliet's death and is determined to die with her. Buy poison from an apothecar and make the return trip to Verona. Scene 2: The monk learns that his letter explaining his plan for Juliet's false death was not
delivered to Romeo. Scene 3: Paris is in Juliet's room mourning her death when Romeo arrives. Romeo is caught by Paris and Romeo stabs him. Romeo kisses Juliet's body and takes the poison. The monk arrives to find Romeo dead. Juliet wakes up to find Romeo dead and no poison left for her, she uses the dagger to
kill herself in pain. When Montagues and Capulets arrive, the Monk explains the events that led to the tragedy. The prince asks Montagues and Capulets to bury their grievances and acknowledge their losses. The Montague and Capulet families eventually put their arguments to rest. An example of oxymoron in Romeo
and Juliet comes from Act I, scene i when Romeo says, A love brawl! A loving hatred! William Shakespeare used oxymoroni abundantly in his tragedy. An oxymoron is a statement or phrase that uses seemingly contradictory terms. doesn't seem synonymous with love, nor love with hate. Romeo continues in the same
speech to use many more oxymorons when he says,A heavy brightness, serious vanity/ Chaos warped by apparent forms!/ Feather of bright smoke, cold fire, sick health! Using these oxymorons, Shakespeare allows Romeo to show how confused he is by his new emotions of love for Juliet. Juliet herself uses an
oxymoron in Act I, the scene is when she says, Good night! Goodnight! Breaking up is such a sweet pain. The word sweet is not usually used to describe pain. When Juliet learns in Act III that Romeo killed her cousin Tybalt, she uses oxymoroni to describe the man she loves and who has done this terrible act against
her family saying he is a beautiful tyrant. This oxymoron shows how heartbroken her heart is at the moment about Romeo. The word oxymoron is actually an oxymoron because it comes from two Greek words that are opposite: sharp and dull. William Shakespeare uses a metaphor in Romeo and Juliet when Lady
Capulet compares Paris to a book. Two other examples appear when Romeo compares Juliet to the sun and when Paris compares Juliet to a flower and her grave to a bridal bed. In Act I, Scene 3, Lady Capulet describes Paris as a book in an extended metaphor that includes the words, This precious book of love, this
unbound lover. In Act II, Scene 2, Romeo says of Juliet, when he sees her on the balcony, what light through the window over there breaks? / It's the east, and Juliet is the sun. In Act V, Scene 3, Paris goes to the tomb to mourn Juliet and says, Sweet Flower, with flowers your bridal bed that I have stred. I don't want to
criticize Shakespeare, but Romeo and Juliet should have less monk Lawrence and a little more Mercutio. You could argue that this funny, angry character would have gotten his very own game, but instead, he gets killed off (spoiler!) at the beginning of Act Three! However, we can enjoy some excellent Mercutio moments
and monologues. In Mercutio's best and longest monologue, often called Queen Mab's Speech, the jovial supporting character Chades Romeo, claiming to have been visited by a fairy queen, one that makes men want their best-left things untouched. In Romeo's case, he still yearns for Rosaline. He doesn't realize he's
going to fall in love with Juliet soon. When performing the following monologue, the actors often begin very playfully, but as the discourse continues, touching corruption and war, Mercutio becomes more frantic and intense. Oh, then I see Queen Mab with you. She is the midwife of the fairies, and she comesIn no greater
shape than a stone attachedOn the index finger of a counselor,Drawn with a team of small atomsOver the noses of men while they sleep; Her cart spokes are made of long legs of spinners, the cap, the wings of the cages; Her footprints, the smallest cobweb; Her collars, from the wat'ry beams of the moonshine; Her



whip, from the cricket bone; whip, film; Her wagon, a small gnate with a coat not half as big as a round worm from the lazy finger of a maid; Her chariot is an empty peanut,Made by the squirrel joiner or old grub,Time out a 'mind fairies coachmakers. And in state she gallops night after nightThrough the brains of lovers,
and then they dream of love;O'er knee courtiers, that dream on straight curtsies;O'er finger lawyers, who dream right on taxes;O'er lip ladies, who directly on dream kisses,Who oft angry Mab with plague blisters,Because their tainted mother's breaths are. Sometimes he gallops into the nose of the yard, and then dreams
of smelling a suit; And sometimes she comes up with a tithing pig's tailTicking a parish's nose like a sleeping lie, then dreams of another beneficial. Sometimes she drives a soldier's neck,and then dreams of cutting foreign necks,of violations, ambush, Spanish blades,Health five deep fathom; and then anonDrums in his
ear, to which he begins and wakes up,and being so frightened, swears a prayer or twoAnd sleeps again. This is that very MabThat flats the manes of horses in the nightAnd bakes elflocks into hairs sluttish foul, which once untangled much bad luck bodes. This is hag, when the maids lie on their backs, who press them
and teach them first to endure, making them good transport women. That's her! (Romeo interrupts, and then monologue concludes:) True, I speak of dreams, which are the children of an inactive brain, begot of nothing but vain fantasy, which is as thin of substance as airand more inconsistent than the wind, which
woosEven and now the frozen breast of the north, and, being angry, puffs away from there, turning his face to dew-dropping south. In this scene, Mercutio explains the personality and fighting techniques of Tybalt, Juliet's deadly cousin. By the end of the speech, Romeo enters, and Mercutio begins to punish the young
man. Oh, he's the brave captain of compliments. He fights while singing prick-song, keeps time, distance and proportion; rest srests me to his minimum rest, one, two, and the third in your bosom: the butcher of a silk button, a duelist, a duelist; a gentleman from the first house, from the first and second cause: ah,
immortal passado! punto reverso! Hai! Smallpox of such ancient, lisping, affectingfantasticoes; these new accent tuners! De Jesu, a very good blade! a very tall man! a very bunwhore! Why, isn't it a lamentable thing, Grandpa, that we should be so affected with these strange flies, these fashion-mongers, my
themperdona's, which sit so long on the new form, that they can't at ease on the old bench? Oh, their bones, their bones! Without his eggs, like a dry herring: meat, meat, you're fishified! Now is he for the numbers that Petrach flowed in: Laura to his lady was, but akitchen-wench; marry, she had a better love to be her
rhyme; Dido a dowdy; Cleopatra is a gypsy; Helen and Hero hildings and prostitutes; This would be a greyeye or something, but not to the purpose. SigniorRomeo, good day! It's a French greeting for your French slop. You gave us the fake last night. In this next scene, Mercutio his genius for Everything he complains
about the character of his friend Benvolio does not apply to the young man. Benvolio is agreeable and kind throughout the game. Mercutio is most likely to choose an argument for no good reason! Some might say Mercutio is actually describing himself. You're like one of those guys who, when you enter the boundaries
of a tavern, beats my sword on the table and tells God to send me no need for it! and by the operation of the second cup pulls it on the drawer, when it really is not needed. Am I like such a guy? Come, come, you're as hot as a Jack in your mood in Italy, and as soon moved to be capricious, and assoon moody to be
moved. No, there were two such, we should have one shortly, for one would kill the other. You! why, you're going to argue with a man who has a hair more,or a hair less, in his beard, than you have: you want to argue with a man for breaking nuts for no other reason, but because you have brown eyes: what eyes, but
such an eye would spy on such an argument? Your head is as fun of squabbles as an egg is full of meat, and yet your head was beaten as addle asan egg for quarreling: you did not argue with aman for coughing in the street, because he hathawakened your dog who hath remained asleep in the sun: didt you do not fall
with a tailor for wearing his new doublet before Easter? with another, forty new shoes with old ribs? and yet guide me from the quarrel! Quarrel!
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